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Star Trek Voyager Companion
This New York Times bestseller from “one of the great storytellers of our time”
(San Francisco Book Review) turns from the glamour of the royal courts to tell the
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story of an ordinary woman, Alinor, living in a dangerous time for a woman to be
different. A country at war A king beheaded A woman with a dangerous secret On
Midsummer’s Eve, Alinor waits in the church graveyard, hoping to encounter the
ghost of her missing husband and thus confirm his death. Until she can, she is
neither maiden nor wife nor widow, living in a perilous limbo. Instead she meets
James, a young man on the run. She shows him the secret ways across the
treacherous marshy landscape of the Tidelands, not knowing she is leading a spy
and an enemy into her life. England is in the grip of a bloody civil war that reaches
into the most remote parts of the kingdom. Alinor’s suspicious neighbors are
watching each other for any sign that someone might be disloyal to the new
parliament, and Alinor’s ambition and determination mark her as a woman who
doesn’t follow the rules. They have always whispered about the sinister power of
Alinor’s beauty, but the secrets they don’t know about her and James are far more
damning. This is the time of witch-mania, and if the villagers discover the truth,
they could take matters into their own hands. “This is Gregory par excellence”
(Kirkus Reviews). “Fans of Gregory’s works and of historicals in general will delight
in this page-turning tale” (Library Journal, starred review) that is “superb… A
searing portrait of a woman that resonates across the ages” (People).

Children of the Storm
An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek: Voyager, from the New York
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Times bestselling author! As the Federation Starship Voyager continues to lead the
Full Circle Fleet in its exploration of the Delta Quadrant, Admiral Kathryn Janeway
remains concerned about the Krenim Imperium and its ability to rewrite time to
suit its whims. At Captain Chakotay's suggestion, however, she orders the fleet to
focus its attention on a unique planet in a binary system, where a new element has
been discovered. Several biospheres exist on this otherwise uninhabitable world,
each containing different atmospheres and features that argue other sentient
beings once resided on the surface. Janeway hopes that digging into an oldfashioned scientific mystery will lift the crews' morale, but she soon realizes that
the secrets buried on this world may be part of a much larger puzzle—one that
points to the existence of a species whose power to reshape the galaxy might
dwarf that of the Krenim. Meanwhile, Lieutenants Nancy Conlon and Harry Kim
continue to struggle with the choices related to Conlon’s degenerative condition.
Full Circle’s medical staff discovers a potential solution, but complications will force
a fellow officer to confront her people’s troubled past and her own future in ways
she never imagined… ™, ®, & © 2018 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related
marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Star Trek: Picard—Countdown #3
"Based on Star Trek created by Gene Roddenberry, and Star Trek, Voyager created
by Rick Berman & Michael Piller & Jeri Taylor."
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Homecoming
Washed up on a faraway galactic shore, Captain Kathryn Janeway of the U.S.S.
Voyager™ faced a choice: accept exile or set a course for home, a seventythousand-light-year journey fraught with unknown perils. She chose the latter.
Janeway's decision launched her crew on a seven-year trek pursuing an often
lonely path that embodied the purest form of the Starfleet adage "to boldly go"™
Committed to that difficult road, Voyager's crew was rewarded with unimaginable
experiences on strange and fantastic worlds, encountering exotic alien species and
astonishing phenomenaand challenged along the way by conflicts from within as
well as from without. Yet none of their adventures tempered their shared
determination to find a way back to friends and family.

My Enemy, My Ally
Stranded far from the ruins of the Terran Empire, Captain Janeway of the rebel ship
Voyager has crowned herself Pirate Queen of the Delta Quadrant! Of course, the
locals won't give in without a fight--especially not scavengers Neelix and Kes. And
who is this apparent Terran who calls herself Annika Hansen? Find out in Mirror
Voyager's amazing comic book debut!
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The Black Shore
When Sadie takes a summer job working in the house of teen rock star Jax Stone,
she finds herself falling quickly for him, but Jax's wild rock star world makes having
a relationship with him difficult.

Old Wounds
S.D. Perry's two-book sequence Avatar launched the new series of Deep Space
Nine novels in 2001, capturing and expanding on the unique qualities of the
television series and mixing new characters with old to acclaim from both critics
and fans. Continuing the themes begun in Avatar through her next volume Rising
Son, Perry here unites the threads in a stunning resolution which sees the return of
Captain Benjamin Sisko. Starfleet Captain, father, husband, Emissary of the
Prophets, a religious and spiritual icon to the people of the planet Bajor -- Benjamin
Sisko is, or has been, all these things. Reconciled to his role as the conduit through
whom the mysterious alien entities known as The Prophets worked, he succeeded
in saving Bajor from destruction by the Pah-Wraiths, and appeared to be translated
into a different form of existence, joining the Prophets in their non-corporeal world.
Appearing in a vision to his new wife, Kasady Yates, he promised her he would
return to her some day. Find out how, in a masterful, gripping tale which sees not
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only Sisko's return but the birth of his son and the historic entry of Bajor to the
United Federation of Planets.

Bless the Beasts
Faced with skepticism over assignment as the new commanding officer of Voyager
in light of his Maquis past, Chakotay accepts his first assignment to transport a
group of displaced colonists back to their home planet of Loran II, but when they
arrive, they discover a deserted settlement, a mysterious storm, and a dangerous
threat from Chakotay's past. Original.

Acts of Contrition
The fate of the world lies in their hands Discover the magic, adventure and
romance in award-winning author Christie Golden's The Final Dance Trilogy. Now,
you can get all three books in one handy bundle: On Fire's Wings, In Stone's Clasp,
and exclusively in eBook format, Under Sea's Shadow.

Echoes
Deluxe edition with special embellishments on first printing only. From New York
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Times bestselling author of The Wicked Deep comes a haunting romance perfect
for fans of Practical Magic, where dark fairy tales and enchanted folklore collide
after a boy, believed to be missing, emerges from the magical woods—and falls in
love with the witch determined to unravel his secrets. Be careful of the dark, dark
wood… Especially the woods surrounding the town of Fir Haven. Some say these
woods are magical. Haunted, even. Rumored to be a witch, only Nora Walker
knows the truth. She and the Walker women before her have always shared a
special connection with the woods. And it’s this special connection that leads Nora
to Oliver Huntsman—the same boy who disappeared from the Camp for Wayward
Boys weeks ago—and in the middle of the worst snowstorm in years. He should be
dead, but here he is alive, and left in the woods with no memory of the time he’d
been missing. But Nora can feel an uneasy shift in the woods at Oliver’s presence.
And it’s not too long after that Nora realizes she has no choice but to unearth the
truth behind how the boy she has come to care so deeply about survived his time
in the forest, and what led him there in the first place. What Nora doesn’t know,
though, is that Oliver has secrets of his own—secrets he’ll do anything to keep
buried, because as it turns out, he wasn’t the only one to have gone missing on
that fateful night all those weeks ago. For as long as there have been fairy tales,
we have been warned to fear what lies within the dark, dark woods and in
Winterwood, New York Times bestselling author Shea Ernshaw, shows us why.

Price of Duty
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Ael t' Rlailiiu is a noble and dangerous Romulan Commander. But when the
Romulans kidnap Vulcans to genetically harness their mind power, Ael decides on
treason. Captain Kirk, her old enemy, joins her in a secret pact to destroy the
research laboratory and free the captive Vulcans. When the Romulans discover
their plan, the Neutral Zone seethes with schemes and counter-schemes, sabotage
and war.

Star Trek: Voyager: Atonement
Half a decade after the Dominion War and more than a year after the rise and fall
of Praetor Shinzon, the galaxy's greatest scourge returns to wreak havoc upon the
Federation -- and this time its goal is nothing less than total annihilation.
Elsewhere, deep in the Gamma Quadrant, an ancient mystery is solved. One of
Earth's first generation of starships, lost for centuries, has been found dead and
empty on a desolate planet. But its discovery so far from home has raised
disturbing questions, and the answers harken back to a struggle for survival that
once tested a captain and her crew to the limits of their humanity. From that
terrifying flashpoint begins an apocalyptic odyssey that will reach across time and
space to reveal the past, define the future, and show three captains -- Jean-Luc
Picard of the U.S.S. Enterprise, TM William Riker of the U.S.S. Titan, and Ezri Dax of
the U.S.S Aventine -- that some destinies are inescapable.
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Winterwood
In desperate need of crucial repairs, the Starship VoyagerTM has come to Sardalia,
a planet blessed with great natural beauty and apparently friendly inhabitants. The
Sardalians welcome Voyager enthusiastically, but Captain Janeway soon grows
suspicious. The Sardalians seem almost too eager to help. Janeway fears they are
hiding some secret agenda. When Tom Paris and Harry Kim disappear while
visiting the planet, the captain and her crew find themselves caught in the middle
of a planetary war -- and faced with an agonizing moral dilemma.

Star Trek Movie Tie-In
Jean-Luc Picard has traveled to the furthest reaches of the galaxy, defeated
impossible foes, and survived in the face of unthinkable odds, but it's the end of
this one mission that will change his life forever. The official countdown to CBS All
Access's Star Trek: Picard ends here, and things will never be the same

The Farther Shore
After seven long years in the Delta Quadrant, the crew of the Starship Voyager now
confront the strangest world of all: home. For Admiral Kathryn Janeway and her
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officers, Voyager's miraculous return to planet Earth brings new honours and new
responsibilities. For some there are reunions with long-lost loved ones, while for
others such as the Doctor and Seven of Nine, there is the challenge of forging new
lives in a Federation that seems to hold little place for them. But even as Janeway
and the others go their separate ways, pursuing new horizons and opportunities, a
strange cybernetic plague strikes Earth, transforming men, women and children
into a new generation of Borg. Soon the entire planet faces assimilation, and
Voyager -- newly returned from the heartland of the Borg -- may be to blame.

Star Trek: Voyager: Distant Shores Anthology
An original novel set in the universe of Star Trek: Voyager—and the sequel to the
New York Times bestseller Protectors! Admiral Kathryn Janeway has now taken
command of the Full Circle Fleet. Her first mission: return to the Delta Quadrant
and open diplomatic relations with the Confederacy of the Worlds of the First
Quadrant, a civilization whose power rivals that of the Federation. Captain
Chakotay knows that his choices could derail the potential alliance. While grateful
to the Confederacy Interstellar Fleet for rescuing the Federation starships from an
alien armada, Voyager’s captain cannot forget the horrors upon which the
Confederacy was founded. More troubling, it appears that several of Voyager’s old
adversaries have formed a separate and unlikely pact that is determined to bring
down the Confederacy at all costs. Sins of the past haunt the crew members of the
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Full Circle Fleet as they attempt to chart a course for the future. Will they learn
much too late that some sins can never be forgiven…or forgotten? ™, ®, & © 2014
CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks are trademarks of CBS Studios, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

Old Wounds
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An all-new, official prequel novel to The Battle for
Azeroth, Blizzard Entertainment’s next expansion to the critically acclaimed World
of Warcraft videogame. Azeroth is dying. The Horde and the Alliance defeated the
demonic Burning Legion, but a dire catastrophe is unfolding deep below the
surface of the world. There is a mortal wound in the heart of Azeroth, struck by the
sword of the fallen titan Sargeras in a final act of cruelty. For Anduin Wrynn, king of
Stormwind, and Sylvanas Windrunner, warchief of the Horde and queen of the
Forsaken, there is little time to rebuild what remains and even less to mourn what
was lost. Azeroth’s devastating wound has revealed a mysterious material known
as Azerite. In the right hands, this strange golden substance is capable of
incredible feats of creation; in the wrong ones, it could bring forth unthinkable
destruction. As Alliance and Horde forces race to uncover the secrets of Azerite
and heal the wounded world, Anduin enacts a desperate plan aimed at forging a
lasting peace between the factions. Azerite jeopardizes the balance of power, and
so Anduin must gain the trust of Sylvanas. But, as ever, the Dark Lady has her own
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machinations. For peace to be possible, generations of bloodshed and hatred must
be brought to an end. But there are truths that neither side is willing to accept and
ambitions they are loath to relinquish. As Alliance and Horde alike grasp for the
Azerite’s power, their simmering conflict threatens to reignite all-out war—a war
that would spell doom for Azeroth. Praise for Before the Storm “This is easily the
best book in the World of Warcraft series, and I don’t say that lightly. . . . It’s so
much more than a tie-in novel. . . . It’s a beautiful book.”—Blizzard Watch

Unity
For once, business is going well for Quark, not that anyone on Deep Space Nine™
truly appreciates his genius for finding profit in the most unlikely of circumstances.
Quark is even looking forward to making the deal of a lifetime -- when he suddenly
finds himself stuck right in the middle of a major dispute between Bajor and the
Ferengi Alliance. It seems that the Grand Nagus is refusing to sell one of the lost
Orbs of the Prophets to the Bajoran government, which has responded by banning
all Ferengi activity in Bajoran space. With diplomatic relations between the two
cultures rapidly breaking down, Quark loses his bar first, then his freedom. But
even penniless, he still has his cunning and his lobes, and those alone may be all
he needs to come out on top -- and prevent an interstellar war!
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Star Trek: Voyager: Farther Shore
Nancy and her friends Bess and George tour the dangerous waters off the coast of
Alaska on a posh new ship's maiden voyage, a journey that is overshadowed by a
series of deaths and near-misses that reveal the work of a saboteur.

The Philosopher's Flight
The first book in a new series and a thrilling debut from ER doctor turned novelist
Tom Miller, The Philosopher’s Flight is an epic historical fantasy set in a World-WarI-era America that “[begins] with rollicking fierceness that grabs readers from its
opening lines and doesn’t loosen its grip or lessen its hold all the way through.
Miller’s writing is intoxicating” (Associated Press). HE’S ALWAYS WANTED TO FLY
LIKE A GIRL. Eighteen-year-old Robert Weekes is one of the few men who practice
empirical philosophy—an arcane, female-dominated branch of science used to
summon the wind, heal the injured, and even fly. He’s always dreamed of being
the first man to join the US Sigilry Corps’ Rescue and Evacuation Department, an
elite team of flying medics, but everyone knows that’s impossible: men can barely
get off the ground. When a shocking tragedy puts Robert’s philosophical abilities to
the test, he rises to the occasion and wins a scholarship to study philosophy at
Radcliffe College—an all-women’s school. At Radcliffe, Robert hones his flying skills
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and strives to win the respect of his classmates, a host of formidable and unruly
women. Robert falls hard for Danielle Hardin, a disillusioned young hero of the
Great War turned political radical. But Danielle’s activism and Robert’s
recklessness attract the attention of the same fanatical anti-philosophical group
that Robert’s mother fought against decades before. With their lives in mounting
danger, Robert and Danielle band together with a team of unlikely heroes to fight
for Robert’s place among the next generation of empirical philosophers—and for
philosophy’s very survival against the men who would destroy it. “Part thriller, part
romance, part coming-of-age fantasy, The Philosopher’s Flight…is as fun a read as
you’ll come across… Miller has already set a high bar for any book vying to be the
most entertaining novel of [the year]” (BookPage). Tom Miller writes with unrivaled
imagination, ambition, and humor. The Philosopher’s Flight is both a fantastical
reimagining of American history and a beautifully composed coming-of-age tale for
anyone who has ever felt like an outsider.

Farther Than Any Man
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.

St Voyager #16 Seven Of Nine
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With a devastating Borg plague threatening to ravage Earth, Kathryn Janeway and
her crew find themselves under suspicion of having unknowingly transported the
infection back with them and join forces with the crew of the Enterprise to uncover
the source of contagion and prevent the Bog assimilation of Earth. Original.

The 34th Rule
"Based on Star trek created by Gene Roddenberry and Star trek: Voyager created
by Rick Berman & Michael Piller & Jeri Taylor."

Full Circle
A companion to the popular syndicated television show offers a complete show-byshow guide to the series, including plot summaries and behind-the-scenes details.

The Star Trek: Voyager: Farther Shore
James Cook never laid eyes on the sea until he was in his teens. He then began an
extraordinary rise from farmboy outsider to the hallowed rank of captain of the
Royal Navy, leading three historic journeys that would forever link his name with
fearless exploration (and inspire pop-culture heroes like Captain Hook and Captain
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James T. Kirk). In Farther Than Any Man, noted modern-day adventurer Martin
Dugard strips away the myth of Cook and instead portrays a complex, conflicted
man of tremendous ambition (at times to a fault), intellect (though Cook was
routinely underestimated) and sheer hardheadedness. When Great Britain
announced a major circumnavigation in 1768 -- a mission cloaked in science, but
aimed at the pursuit of world power -- it came as a political surprise that James
Cook was given command. Cook's surveying skills had contributed to the British
victory over France in the Seven Years' War in 1763, but no commoner had ever
commanded a Royal Navy vessel. Endeavor's stunning three-year journey changed
the face of modern exploration, charting the vast Pacific waters, the eastern coasts
of New Zealand and Australia, and making landfall in Tahiti, Tierra del Fuego, and
Rio de Janeiro. After returning home a hero, Cook yearned to get back to sea. He
soon took control of the Resolution and returned to his beloved Pacific, in search of
the elusive Southern Continent. It was on this trip that Cook's taste for power
became an obsession, and his legendary kindness to island natives became an
expectation of worship -- traits that would lead him first to greatness, then to
catastrophe. Full of action, lush description, and fascinating historical characters
like King George III and Master William Bligh, Dugard's gripping account of the life
and gruesome demise of Capt. James Cook is a thrilling story of a discoverer hellbent on traveling farther than any man.

Homecoming
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When the U.S.S. Voyager is dispatched on an urgent mission to the planet Kerovi,
Captain Chakotay and his first officer, Commander Thomas Paris, must choose
between following their orders and saving the lives of two of those dearest to
them. B'Elanna Torres and her daughter, Miral, are both missing in the wake of a
brutal attack on the Klingon world of Boreth. With the aid of their former captain,
Admiral Kathryn Janeway -- as well as many old friends and new allies -- Voyager's
crew must unravel an ancient mystery, placing themselves between two warrior
sects battling for the soul of the Klingon peoplewhile the life of Miral hangs in the
balance. But these events and their repercussions are merely the prelude to even
darker days to come. As Voyager is drawn into a desperate struggle to prevent the
annihilation of the Federation, lives are shattered, and the bonds that were forged
in the Delta Quadrant are challenged in ways that none could have imagined. For
though destiny has dealt them crushing blows, Voyager's crew must rise to face
their futureand begin a perilous journey in which the wheel of fate comes full
circle.

The Trouble with Shooting Stars
Kirk and Spock, graduates from Star Fleet Academy with contrasting personalities,
must work together with their crew to defeat an alien captain intent on destroying
all intelligent life in the galaxy.
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A Pocket Full of Lies
Once she was Annika Hansen, an innocent child assimilated by the fearsome, all
conquering Borg. Now she is Seven of Nine, a unique mixture of human biology
and Borg technology. Cut off from the collective that has been her only reality for
most of her existence and forced to join the crew of the STARSHIP VOYAGER, she
must come to grips with her new environment - and her own lost individuality.

Star Trek: Destiny #1: Gods of Night
Through four decades, five television series comprising over seven hundred
episodes, ten feature films, and an animated series, fandom's thirst for more Star
Trek stories has been unquenchable. From the earliest short-story adaptations by
James Blish in the 1960s, followed by the first original Star Trek novels during the
seventies, and on throughout the eighties, nineties, and into the twenty-first
century, fiction has offered an unparalleled expansion of the rich Star Trek
tapestry. But what is it that makes these books such a powerfully attractive
creative outlet to some and a compelling way to experience the Star Trek mythos
anew to others? Voyages of Imagination takes a look back on the first forty years
of professionally published Star Trek fiction, revealing the personalities and
sensibilities of many of the novels' imaginative contributors and offering an
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unprecedented glimpse into the creative processes, the growing pains, the risks,
the innovations, the missteps, and the great strides taken in the books. Author Jeff
Ayers has immersed himself in nearly six hundred books and interviewed more
than three hundred authors and editors in order to compile this definitive guide to
the history and evolution of an incomparable publishing phenomenon. Fully
illustrated with the covers of every book included herein, Voyages of Imagination is
indexed by title and author, features a comprehensive timeline, and is a must-have
for every fan.

Pathways
The U.S.S. Voyager finds itself in a system where a planet might have existed, but
doesn't. Where the planet should have been, millions and then billions of people
are appearing from nowhere and dying in the vacuum of space. To solve the
mystery and save billions of lives, Captain Janeway will have to face alternate
versions of herself and the crew of Voyager -- not just one almost-mirror-image,
but many. Janeway will have to find a way to work with her alternate selves, with
whom she shares much but each of whom has a different agenda. At stake is the
survival of Voyager and the lives of billions of innocent people.

Curse of the Arctic Star
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When an unstoppable Borg plague breaks out upon Earth, blame quickly falls on
the newly returned crew of the Starship Voyage ™. Did Kathryn Janeway and the
others unknowingly carry this insidious infection back with them? Many in Starfleet
think so, and Seven of Nine, in particular, falls under a cloud of suspicion. Now,
with a little help from the Starship Enterprise ™, Admiral Janeway must reunite her
crew in a desperate, last-ditch attempt to discover the true source of the contagion
and save Earth itself from total assimilation into a voracious new Borg Collective.
But time is running out. Has Voyager come home only to witness humanity's end?

Before the Storm (World of Warcraft)
After seven years trapped in the Delta Quadrant, Admiral Kathryn Janeway and the
crew of Voyager miraculously find their way home, where they find new
opportunities, adventures, and reunions with loved ones, until a mysterious
cybernetic plague strikes Earth, transforming humans into a new generation of
Borg. Original.

Voyages of Imagination: The Star Trek Fiction Companion
When the riverboat on which she works as a dancer docks at a zombie-plagued
island known as Sourange, Larissa Snowmane must rely on the help of the swamp
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creatures to save her soul.

Architects of Infinity
When an unstoppable Borg plague breaks out upon Earth, blame quickly falls on
the newly returned crew of the Starship Voyage ™. Did Kathryn Janeway and the
others unknowingly carry this insidious infection back with them? Many in Starfleet
think so, and Seven of Nine, in particular, falls under a cloud of suspicion. Now,
with a little help from the Starship Enterprise ™, Admiral Janeway must reunite her
crew in a desperate, last-ditch attempt to discover the true source of the contagion
and save Earth itself from total assimilation into a voracious new Borg Collective.
But time is running out. Has Voyager come home only to witness humanity's end?

Tidelands
“A story brimming with hope and sparkling with magic. Meg Cannistra’s writing
shines as bright as any shooting star.” —Cassie Beasley, author of Circus Mirandus
“Loving, imaginative, and gorgeously written, this book shines with magic and
heart.” —Anne Ursu, author of The Lost Girl Wonder meets Mary Poppins in this
heartfelt debut novel about magic, healing, and the importance of family. Twelveyear-old Luna loves the nighttime more than anything else. It’s when no one gives
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her “that look” about the half mask she has to wear while healing from a
disfiguring car accident. It’s also the perfect time to sit outside and draw what she
sees. Like the boy and girl from the new family next door…zipping out of the
window in a zeppelin and up to the stars. At first she thinks she’s dreaming. But
one night they catch her watching. Now Luna spends her nights on adventures with
them, as they clean full moons, arrange constellations, and catch jars of stardust.
She even gets to make a wish on a shooting star they catch. But Luna learns that
no wish is strong enough to erase the past—as much as she may hope to.

To Lose the Earth
After weeks of lonely journeys through a desolate region fo the Delta Quadrant, the
crew of Voyager is badly in need of shore leave, so the planet Ryolanov seems just
what the doctor ordered. Full of warm sunlight and gracious, hospitable people,
Ryolanov is a veritable oasis amidst the endless reaches of uncharted space.
Alerted by his spirit guide, Chakotay is the first to suspect that there may be a
serpent lurking in this paradise, but he is not alone. Driven by a psychic call she
cannot ignore, Kes must conquer her own fears to discover the terrifying secret
lurking beyond the black shore.

Final Dance Trilogy
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“YOU WERE TOLD NOT TO RETURN TO OUR SPACE.” Little is known about the
Children of the Storm—one of the most unique and potentially dangerous species
the Federation has ever encountered. Non-corporeal and traveling through space
in vessels apparently propelled by thought alone, the Children of the Storm at one
time managed to destroy thousands of Borg ships without firing a single
conventional weapon. Now in its current mission to the Delta Quadrant, Captain
Chakotay and Fleet Commander Afsarah Eden must unravel whythree Federation
starships—the U.S.S. Quirinal, Planck, and Demeter—have suddenly been targeted
without provocation and with extreme prejudice by the powerful Children of the
Storm . . . with thousands of Starfleet lives at stake from an enemy that the
Federation can only begin to comprehend. . . .

Dance of the Dead
From award-winning author Todd Strasser comes a gripping new novel that
explores the struggles of war, the price paid by those who fight in them, and what
it really means to be a hero. Jake Liddell is a hero. At least, that’s what everyone
says he is. The military is even awarding him a Silver Star for his heroic
achievements—a huge honor for the son of a military family. Now he’s home,
recovering from an injury, but it seems the war has followed him back. He needs
pills to get any sleep, a young woman is trying to persuade him into speaking out
against military recruitment tactics, and his grandfather is already urging him back
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onto the battlefield. He doesn’t know what to do; nothing makes sense anymore.
There is only one thing that Jake knows for certain: he is no hero.

Breathe
Captain Chakotay, one-time Maquis resistance fighter, is ready to prove himself as
the new commanding officer of the Starship Voyager - but sceptics back at
Starfleet Command are watching him closely for any sign that he will revert to his
renegade Maquis ways. His first mission as captain, to transport a group of
displaced colonists back to their home planet of Loran II, seems easy enough:
make sure the planet is safe for colonisation, unload the settlers, and head back to
Earth. He even has an extra reason to enjoy the trip - his sister Sekaya has joined
the mission as a spiritual advisor to the gentle and peace-loving colonists. But on
Loran II hey discover a mysterious storm, an ominously deserted settlement and a
hidden threat from Chakotay's past that could destroy them all. Will his career as
captain be over before it has even begun?

Star Trek: Voyager: Mirrors and Smoke
The long-awaited follow-up to Voyager: Architects of Infinity from the New York
Times bestselling author and cocreator of Star Trek: Picard! As the crew of the Full
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Circle fleet works to determine the fate of their lost ship, the Galen, a struggle for
survival begins at the far edge of the galaxy. New revelations about Species 001,
the race that built the biodomes that first drew the fleet to investigate planet
DK-1116, force Admiral Kathryn Janeway to risk everything to learn the truth.
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